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forming BiaS6ribbons Kup&lk & Veseld-Novikov6
1970)(Fie. ia). Sut the structure can also be readily
High-resolution electron microscopy is usedto examine derived from the NaCl type by shear of the
the nature and extent of structural disorder in lindstriimite,
{ 113} .. . layersand periodic twinning (Hyde et al.
Cu3Pb3Bi7Sl5,a memberof the bismuthinite - aikinite seriszsj] fi'this structure,the co-ordinationpolyhedra
ies. Well-ordered regions of lindstrdmite were found to be
of bismuth are best visualized as capped trigonal
intergrown with lamellae of krupkaite, CuPbBi3S6.
prisms, of which there are two crystallographically
Aikinite lamellae were also observed within extensive
distinct sets(Fig. 1b).
regions of krupkaite, and homogeneousregions of krupAikinite is derived from bismuthinite by replackaite and hammarite were also detected. An understandine half of the Bi3" by Pb2+ (+ interstitial Cu") in
ing of the mechanismof compositionalvariation in the endan ordered fashion (Ohmasa & Nowacki 1970,
member phasesbismuthinite and aikinite will require further study.
Kohatsu & Wuensch 1971). Compositionally, krupkaite CuPbBi3S6lies midway between bismuthinite
Keywords: high-resolution electronmicroscopy, lindstnimand aikinite:-only one quarter of the Bi3+ are
ite, aikinite, krupkaite, hammarite, bismuthinite series, replacedby Pb2+, and Cu+ occupiesonly half the
compositionalfields, structural disorder, type specimen.
available tetrahedral sites. This substitution also
occurs in an ordered fashion, and results in a nonSora4ArRE
centric structure rather than the centric structuresof
bismuthinite and aikinite (Mumme 195)' The strucport6e
On a 6tudi6 la nature et la
du d6sordrestructural
tures of the other intermediate members are comdansla lind$trdmite Cu3Pb3Bi7S15,
membre de la s6riebisposed of ordered intergtowths of bismuthinite (D),
muthinite - aikinite, par microscopie dlectroniquei haute
r€solution. Desrdgionsbien ordonndesde lindstrdmite sont
krupkaite (k) and aikinite (a) ribbons.
juxtaposees i des lamelles de krupkaite CuPbBi3S5. On
Structurally, lindstrdmite CurPb,BirSt, is the
voit aussideslamellesd'aikinite dansdesdomainesde krupmost complex intermediate member' being basedon
kaite, et des rdgions homogbnesde krupkaite et de hama ten-ribbon intergrowth^(2a+ 8k).Its unit cell is
marite. Une connaissancedu m6canismede variation de
q 56.11,b tI,57, c 4.00A; thus it is a 54 supercell
pdles
la composition des
bismuthinite et aikinite requiert
of bismuthinite (Fig. 2). The structure was deterune 6tude plus approfondie.
mined by Horiuchi & Wuensch OnT, but not
Clraduit par la Rddaction)
without considerabledifficulty. To refine the structure fully, they found it necessaryto assumethat the
Mot*clfs: microscopie6lectroniqued hauterAolution, lind.
crystal studied contains 6.3 vol.9o of exsolvedkrupstr6mite, aikinite, krupkaite, hammarite, s6riede la biskaite.
muthinite, champsde composition, d€sordrestructural,
6chantillon type.
In contrast to the highly ordered intergrowthstructures reported for the intermediate phases,
Harris & Chen (1976) reported extensive solidINTRoDUCTIoN
solution fields for the end-members aikinite and
krupkaite. The degree of chemical segxegation
The chemical and strufiurar rature of the bisrequired for the formation of the well-ordered
muthinite - aikinite series has been extensively
intergrowth-structures of the intermediate phases
studied (Makovicky 1981). Six mineral phases that
seemsat odds with the concept of large composiare chemically intermediate between bismuthinite
tional fields due to solid solution in the end memBi2S3 and the fully stuffed aikinite CuPbBiS3 have
bers. The compositional fields could well be due to
been identified (Table 1). The bismuthinite structure
the disorderedintergrowth of end-memberribbons.
is the archetype for the group, the structure of the
We undertook high-resolutron electronother minerals being derived by ordered substitution
microscopy studies of lindstrdmite to confirm the
of cations, insertion of Cu and supercell ordering.
It can be viewed as composed of quadruple BiaS5 structure and to determine the nature of the krupkaite exsolution assumedby Horiuchi & Wuensch
chains in which half the bismuth is in three-fold coAssrRAcr

(re77).
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ordinatiou, and the other half is five-co-ordinate,
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A lattice image of the well-orderedlindstr6mite
crystal (correspondingto Fig. 3b) is shown in Figure
Severalsmall crystal fragments of lindstrdmite 4a,Its 5a supercelldominatesthis low-magpification
from the type specimen(RM24100)were obtained image,but the crystalalso containsa?.00-Alamella
from Dr. Eric Welin, Naturhistoriska Riksmuseet, of krupkaite on the right. Dark patchesin the image
Stockhqlm. Crystalswere ground under acetonein are due to damageby the electronbeam. Note that
an agatbmortzu and disper$edon Cu grids coated the image contains two types of ribbons that differ
with holey-carbonsupport films. The fragmentswere in contrast: the ordering of the ribbons is clearly visiexaminedin a JEM 200CX electronmicroscopefit- ble. Figure 4b shows a disorderedintergrowth of
ted with an ultrahigh-resolutiontop-entry goniom- krupkaite and aikinite units, with somesmall regions
eter (t l0o), objectivelenswith C" : 1.20mm and of the lindstrdmite structure. Large regionsof pera LaB6 filament. Crystal fragmentl projecting over fectly ordered lindstrdmite structure were not
holes in the carbon film were tilted inro the t00ll
encounteredin this study, although severalregions
zone. Lattice images,at 380,000x magnification, of well-orderedhammarite were noted (Fig. 4c).
and electron-diffraction patternswererecordedusing
exposnresof 24 s.
Interpretation of the images
OBSERVATIoNs
A seriesof [@l]-zone electron-diffraction patterns
was taken from various fragments of the specimen
(Fig. 3). The rangeofdiffraction patternsatteststo
the inhomogeneityof the type material: Figure 3a
shows only the strong rectangular array of subcell
reflections, which corresponds to the basic
Qismuthinite-krupkaite-aikinitecell ( - | 1.2 x I 1.6
A). Figure 3b has the sameset of subcellreflections
plus additional weaker reflections (spacing aEl5)
along a*, presumablydue to the ordering of krupkaite and aikinite ribbons in the lindstrdmite structure. The superlattice reflections are somewhat
streaked(cf Fie. 3d), indicating the presenceof some
disorder. A highly ordered superstructure is,
however, dominant. In crystal fragments where disorder (of krupkaite and aikinite ribbons)
predominates,the supercellreflectionsare reduced
to weak streaksalong o* (Fig. 3c). Regionsof hammarite, with a 3a supercell,were found intergrown
with krupkaite and lindstrdmite in the specimen(Fig.
3d). Note that the superlatticereflections are very
sharp, indicating that the supercellis well ordered,
a conclusionconfrrmed by the lattice images.

The observation of well-ordered lindstr6mire
regionsinterlacedwith exsolutionlamellaeof krupkaite in the type material servesto confinn and clarify the findings of earlier workers. During their structure refinement,Horiuchi & Wuensch(1977)had to
assumethat their crystal of lindstrdmite contains
6.390exsolvedkrupkaite. The electronmicrographs
demonstratethe validity of this assumption.Welin
(1966)observedexsolutionlamellaein the hand specimen, and demonstratedby electron-microprobeanalysis that theselamellaerepresenta sulfosalt of the
bismuthinite - aikinite group but of a slightly different composition. What Welin found were clearly
exsolution lamellaeof krupkaite in lindstrdmite. The
lattice images show that these lamellae extend
throughout mugh of the sample,albeit on a very fine
scale(100-200A in somecases).The imaging studies
also revealthat the type specimenconsistsof an intergrowth of lindstrdmite, krupkaite and hammarite.
More detailed structural and compositional
interpretation of the lattice images is greatly hampered by the large thicknessof the crystal fragments
and the complexnature of the structure: imagedetail
is highly sensitiveto thickness,and to beamtilt and
defocusof the objectivelens. Given that the image
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Frc. 1. Schematicdiagramsof the structure of bismuthinite down [001]. (a) Bi4S5chainsin which half the number of
bismuth atoms is three-co-ordinateand the other half is five-co-ordinate(Kupdlk & Vesekl-Novrikov61970).(b)
Bismuth co-ordination polyhedra, two crystallographically distinct setsof cappedtrigonal prisms (Hyde et al. 1979)
(the capping is not shown).
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down [0011.Structureis composedof an
Frc. 2. Schematicdiagram of the structure of lindstr<imite,Cu3Pb3Bi7S15,
ordered intergrowth of 2 aikinite and 8 krupkaite ribbons. Copper atoms occupy tetrahedral sites.

in Figure 4a was recordedwith the value of objective lensdefocusnearthe Scherzerdefocus(-800 A),
limited direct-imageinterpretation can be made by
consideringcharge density alone. Image detail is
dominatedby two types of ribbons, the darker ribbons being in the minority. The lindstrdmite structure contains aikinite and krupkaite ribbons in the
ratio 1:4; this is approximately the ratio of dark and
light ribbons in the lattice images, suggestingthat
the dark strips are aikinite-typeribbons. Pb and Bi
are indistinguishable, but the darker aikinite corresponds to the larger concentration of interstitial
copper atoms [krupkaite: Cu@bBi)S6, aikinite:
Cur(PbrBi)S61.The effects of thicknesson image

contrast can be seen in Figure 4b; the contrast
betweenthe two tlpes of ribbonsis reversed,so that
here the light ribbons are aikinite.
Ranges in comPosition
The compositionof lindstrdmite was establisled
by Welin (1966)as Cu6Pb6Bi1aS3s
[= Cu+PbaBirzSz
i.e.,4 krupkaite to 1 aikinitel; this
+ Cu2Pb2Bi2S6,
was later confirmed by results of a crystal-structure
analysis(Horiuchi & WuenschL977).Thecurrently
acceptedformula differs slightly from the composition given in the original descriptionby Johannson
(IgZ), CuPbBi3S5,which is the currently accepted
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Ftc. 3. Electron-diffraction patterns taken down the [001] axis (lindstrdmite setting). (a) Iftupkaite. (b) Lindstrdmite
(note the supercellreflections correspondingto a 5a supercell). (c) Disordered kruptaiie - ait<initeintergrowth (note
streaking along a'). (d) Hammarite (showing well-developed ia supercell).

formula for krupkaite. The difference between the
two compositions is small and most probably due
to Johannson'schanceselectionof a portion ofthe
type specimenin which krupkaite predominates.
Large domains of pure krupkaite were found in the
type material during this study @ig. 5).
In addition to the fragmentsof lindstrdmite, hammarite and krupkaite found by electronmicroscopy,
many regionsof disorder were encountered.The disordered crystals fall into two broad categories: l)
lindstromite with krupkaite disorder, and 2) krupkaite with aikinite disorder. The widespread intergrowth of ribbons of aikinite and krupkaite within
a matrix of krupkaite or lindstrdmite provides a

ready mechanismfor significant variation from the
ideal composition.Extensivesolid solution hasbeen
reported in natural materials for both aikinite,
Cu1-fb1_piSr-, (0 < x s 0,29), and krupkaite
CuPbBil,S6-r.s: (0 s x < 0.4) (Harris & Chen
1976). Even though Harris & Chen (1976) found
strealing in someof their X-ray-diffraction patterris,
they do not appearto haveconsideredthat compositional ranges could be due to the disordered intergrowth ofvarious typesofribbons. They attributed
the streaksto 'stacking' disorder of aikinite units.
The streaking can equally well be interpreted as due
to the disordered intergrowth of a number of krupkaite ribbons within an aikinite matrix. Suchan inter-
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gxowth would also result in a significant variation
from the ideal composition, which indeed they
reported.
Springer(197l) reported completesolid-solution
between bismuthinite and aikinite above 300oC in
synlh{ic studies. He was lnable to prepare the
ordered)ntermediatephases,bvenafter annealingfor
up to 3 mo\ths, and concluded that the processof
chemical segregationleading to formation of superstructurescan only occur bdlow 300"C. Clearly in
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nature both mechanisms,solid solution and the dis'
ordered intergrowth of ordered structure units, may
operate.
But the nature of compositional variation in the
bismuthinite-aikinite seriesclearly warrants further
work. With the new generationof high-resolution
analytical electron-microscopes'and better image
simulation, it should be possible to determine the
mechanism of compositional variation in these
minerals.
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Frc. 4. High-resolution electron-microscopeimagesof lindstrdmite (type material) down [001]. (a) Well-ordered region
of lindstrdmite. Note the perfect oqdering of the aikinite and krupkaite units to a 5a supercell. On the right of the
image is a lamella of krupkaite 200 A wide. (b) Disordered intergxowth of krupkaite and aikinite units. Note reversal
of contrast from (a) due to thickness effects. (c) Well-ordered crystal of hammarite showing 3a repeat.

FIc. 5. Lattice image of krupkaite taken down the [001] zone.
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